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BACKGROUND
Exceed Electrical Engineering Ltd. (“Exceed”) was retained by Urban Systems to provide an
electrical assessemnt of the Kendrick and Adam Street Lift Stations in Hudson’s Hope, British
Columbia.

The District of Hudson’s Hope is a municipality in north-eastern British Columbia, located along
the Peace River, with a population of approximately 1,150 people. The District is serviced by
three lift stations, Adam Street, Kendrick, and the Beattie Lift Station. The Beattie Lift Statiion
has recently undergone some upgrades and is therefore not assessed for report. This report
will assess the condition of both the Adam Street and Kendrick Lift Stations.

Exceed was provided photos of each lift station to perform this assessment and therefore no
site visit or field work was performed by Exceed.

KENDRICK LIFT STATION
ELECTRICAL CONDITION
The Kendrick Lift Station is a duplex lift station built in 1967. This station is fed with a single
phase service with no metering present, and runs two single-phase 3.9hp Flygt pumps off of
across the line starters.  The original design incorporated an alarm beacon and audible device
inside the kiosk to alert nearby residents and/or operators of an alarm. An antenna mast and
radio junction box are installed on the side of this lift station, but an alarm dialer has been
installed since, likely taking over communication of alarms.  It is not known what information,
if any, is transmitted via radio from this lift station currently.

This condition of the kiosk including controls and all electrical systems are beyond the typical
lifetime of approximately 20 years. Most recent visible upgrades appear to be the replace-
ment of a 24V power supply (Phoenix contact Trio Power), replacement of pump starters 
(Schneider Electric TeSys), and addition of a Barnett CV3 alarm dialer.

The Programmable Logic Controller (“PLC”) is an Automation Direct Koyo DirectLOGIC 06,
released in the 1990’s. Support and replacement parts for these PLC’s are difficult to obtain as
they are no longer manufactured in large quantities. Replacements for this PLC may soon be
unattainable.

Four float switches are located in the wet well and are tied back to the PLC for pump controls.
These floats provide a high level alarm, lead pump start signal, lag pump start signal, and a
pump stop signal.

Given the age of this station, the alarms are very simplistic as they would normally actuate an
alarm beacon and signalling device within the kiosk. Someone nearby would notice the flashing
beacon or hear the signal and notify the District Operators. An alarm dialer appears to have
been added and it is possible that the flashing beacon and signalling device have since been
bypassed as alarms will be sent via the dialer.

A receptacle to connect a portable generator is mounted to the side of the kiosk. There does
not appear to be a manual transfer switch anywhere inside the kiosk.

RECOMMENDED UPGRADES
The electrical for this lift station is beyond its end of life and has little for communications
and/or controls. It is recommended to provide a new kiosk complete with modern controls
infrastructure, alarming, back-up generator readiness, modern instrumentation, and back-up
system in the event of PLC failure.
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The approximate cost for a new electrical kiosk with control system is upwards of $110,000. 
This price is subject to features chosen such as kiosk construction material, kiosk insulation, 
odour removal, automation features, remote access, etc… This excludes engineering, 
commissioning, and the provision of a permanent standby generator.  

ADAM STREET LIFT STATION 
ELECTRICAL CONDITION 
The Adam Street Lift Station was built around 1996. This station kiosk consists of a service 
entrance, Flygt control system with pump starters and PLC, and a blower fan that provides 
ventilation to the wet well. The District has been receiving a noticeably high number of alarm 
calls from this lift station, resulting from equipment malfunctions, power quality, and in general 
pumps failing to start. This station is fed single phase from an adjacent pole, with an 
underground dip. No metering appears to be present.  

Although this station is not as old as the Kendrick Lift Station, the electrical service and controls 
have still surpassed its recommended end of life of approximately 20 years. It does not appear 
that there have been any upgrades to this station since its original install, with the exception 
of the addition of a Barnett CV3 cellular alarm dialer.   

The controller of this station appears to be a proprietary Flygt system, not a third party PLC 
such as Automation Direct, Schneider, Siemens, etc...  Replacements for this controller would 
only be provided through Flygt, if they are supported and available, which makes user 
serviceablity minimal. 

Although not clear from the photos, it is assumed this lift station is controlled by up to four 
float switches located in the wet well and tied back to the PLC for pump controls. It is typical 
that these floats provide a high level alarm, lead pump start signal, lag pump start signal, and 
a pump stop signal.  

Given the age of this station, the alarms are very simplistic as they would normally actuate an 
alarm beacon on the top of the kiosk. Someone nearby would notice the flashing beacon and 
notify the District Operators. An alarm dialer appears to have been added and it is possible that 
the flashing beacon has since been bypassed as alarms will be sent via the dialer.  

A receptacle to connect a portable generator is mounted to the side of the kiosk. There does 
not appear to be a manual transfer switch anywhere inside the kiosk.   

RECOMMENDED UPGRADES 
The electrical for this lift station is beyond its end of life and has little for communications 
and/or controls. It is recommended to provide a new kiosk complete with modern controls 
infrastructure, alarming, back-up generator readiness, modern instrumentation, and back-up 
system in the event of PLC failure. 

The approximate cost for a new electrical kiosk with control system is upwards of $120,000 
with a blower fan. This excludes engineering, commissioning, and the provision of a permanent 
standby generator.  

CONCLUSION 
Both the Kendrick (Dudley Drive) Lift Station and Adam Street Lift Station are showing signs of 
age and expiry, and appear to be nearing the end of their operational life. It is recommended to 
upgrade both lift station kiosks. Both kiosks will be identical in nature except for components 
related to the pump size. Kiosks can be connected back to a central point via radio, or alarms 
can be provided via alarm dialer. However, alarms can be made more specific rather than 
general.  
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